Examining spatial patterns of SWE indicates that the datasets are most consistent with one another over boreal forest regions compared to Arctic and alpine regions. Additionally, the datasets derived using relatively recent reanalyses are strongly correlated with one another and show better correlations with the satellite product (GlobSnow) than do those using older reanalyses. Finally, a comparison of eight reanalysis datasets over the 2001-2010 period shows that land surface model differences control the majority of spread in the climatological value of SWM, while meteorological forcing differences control the majority of the spread in temporal correlations of SWM anomalies.
Introduction

33
The seasonal cycle of terrestrial snow cover and snow mass has a notable influence on the Instead, the objective of this analysis is to exploit the use of multiple datasets to robustly charac-70 terize the spatial and temporal agreement in SWE climatologies and anomalies at the hemispheric 71 scale. While the climate modeling community has long recognized the strength in using data from 72 a large number of climate models, such an ensemble-based approach has been less readily adopted 73 by the observational community. Data assessments and intercomparisons have typically focused 74 on identifying the best product. This approach can produce the potentially misleading impression 75 that a single dataset is capable of characterizing the observational truth for all regions and seasons.
76
In reality, variables like SWE are particularly challenging to characterize with coarse resolution 77 gridded datasets due to significant subgrid heterogeneity in horizontal (i.e. snow depth) and ver- The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Details of the SWE datasets and how they 
Data and Methods
a. Datasets
96
The SWE datasets used in this study are chosen based on two main criteria: complete Northern
97
Hemisphere spatial coverage (with the exception of an alpine mask applied to GlobSnow) and 98 continuous availability through the satellite era (we use 1981-2010 as our analysis period). We 99 also require relatively homogenous SWE time series for the entire analysis period, which we 100 5 diagnose from trends in the time series of global snow mass (see subsec. 2c). The component 101 datasets analyzed in this study are described below and summarized in Table 1 second round of emission model simulations for which grain size is fixed and SWE is optimized.
109
Resolution of the product is 25 km. GlobSnow retrievals over complex terrain (defined in subsec-110 tion 2b) are masked from the standard product due to well known uncertainties related to sub-grid snow scheme used is a simple single-layer scheme for dry snow (no liquid water content). Snow 116 density and albedo changes follow closely the formulation proposed by Douville et al. (1995) .
117
The precipitation values used to force the land model are corrected using the Global Precipitation 
140
Each layer is described by the thickness, temperature, dry density, liquid water content and grain 141 type (dendricity, spericity, size, and age). Resolution of the data is 1 • × 1 • .
142
GLDAS version 2 (Rodell et al. 2004 ) is another NASA product that estimates SWE based datasets already mask snow over large lakes, which we considered sufficient for our purposes.
172
In order to treat alpine and non-alpine regions separately, we also upscaled the 25km-resolution SWE was necessary firstly because the alpine mask was applied to GlobSnow, but also in order 185 to isolate the relative uncertainty/spread in the datasets over complex terrain (which poses unique 186 challenges due to topographic variability) compared to non-alpine regions. Because of the alpine 187 mask applied to GlobSnow, there is only non-alpine SWE available for this product.
188
We construct the dataset mean (h) from the first five datasets listed in Table 1 by averaging the 189 datasets available over a given grid cell accounting for land type as follows:
where h i represents the SWE value for a particular product at the grid cell, f is the alpine fraction
191
of the grid cell, N is the total number of data products, and h GS refers to the GlobSnow product. This procedure reduces to an unweighted average of four products (all but GlobSnow) over strictly 193 alpine grid cells and an unweighted average of all five products over strictly non-alpine cells.
194
We also perform a time series analysis over three land masses: the entire Northern Hemisphere Crocus datasets show the smallest differences from the mean although for Crocus the similarity 257 is in part because of opposite-signed differences in Arctic and alpine regions: Crocus has the 258 most SWM of all the datasets in the alpine regions of both continents, but it has less SWM in the
259
Eurasian Arctic than any of the other datasets except for GLDAS-2. land type. The spread over Arctic and alpine regions is comparable to one another but roughly 2-3 268 times larger than that over mid-latitude regions.
269
We also examine the spatial distribution of the multi-dataset mean and its spread in Figure 5 . 
13
We present time series of anomalous total NH non-alpine SWM in Figure 6 (anomalies calcu- or Crocus -and these differences in correlation stem from differences over Eurasia rather than
308
North regions and the marginal snow zones and peak over the taiga, consistent with the high signal-to-327 noise present in the climatology (Fig. 5b) .
328
Despite the reasonable spatial and temporal correlations shown in Figures 7 and 8 , the inter- anomaly. When the same analysis is applied to non-detrended data, it is apparent that differences 335 in trends among the datasets are not responsible for the majority of the spread.
336
We also quantify the relative contribution of each dataset to the total spread, defined as the 337 attributable spread. To calculate this quantity for each grid cell on a given day and year, we parti- spread is attributed to GlobSnow only when it stems from SWE differences in non-alpine regions.
351
Ranked in sequence, MERRA is attributed the least spread, followed by Crocus, ERA-I-Land
352
and GLDAS-2 while GlobSnow is attributed the most. While the first three datasets constitute approximately twice as much to the total spread.
371
The spatial distribution of signal to noise for SWE anomalies is shown in Figure 11a . Consistent 372 with the relative magnitudes of SWM anoamlies and spread shown in Figure 9a , the signal-to-373 noise ratio of the local SWE distribution is less than one nearly everywhere. It is larger in the 374 boreal forest region than elsewhere consistent with results for climatological SWE and for tem- and Crocus datasets is substantially larger indicating better agreement among these three datasets 377 (Fig. 11b) .
c. Relative influence of land model and meteorological forcing on reanalysis-based datasets 379
Finally, we examine the relative influence of differences in the precipitation forcing versus dif- 
396
This shows it is possible to obtain similar climatologies from the same land surface model while 397 using different meteorological forcing. We also see that using the same meteorological forcing but 398 different land models (Group 2) results in a large climatological spread. These results imply that 399 differences among the land models generate the majority of the climatological spread. We examine 400 the effect on the correlation of the SWM time series in Figure 12b . Datasets within each of the two 401 groups correlate very well with one another over all continental domains and over all land types.
402
However the correlations of SWM time series between the two groups are substantially lower, es-
403
pecially over alpine and Arctic regions. This result suggests that differences in the meteorological 404 forcing exert a larger influence on the resulting SWM correlation than differences in the details of 405 the land-model used to produce the data. We also note that agreement with the GlobSnow product
406
(an independent estimate of SWM) is higher for Group 1 datasets (circles, right column) than for
407
Group 2 datasets (diamonds, right column). Since the meteorological forcing data for Group 1 is 408 more recent, this may represent an improvement in the accuracy of the more recent reanalyses. (Fig 9a) . Despite the large 416 spread, the SWM time series show moderate to good correlations with one another, approximately 417 85% for the three datasets using modern reanalysis meteorological forcings; these correlations are 418 higher over North America than over Eurasia (Fig. 7) . Boreal regions not only have the lowest 419 relative amount of spread (highest signal-to-noise) for both climatological SWE (Fig. 5 ) and SWE 420 anomalies (Fig. 11 ), but these regions also have the highest temporal correlation among the SWE 421 datasets (Fig. 8) . We have also examined the relative influence of the particular land surface model 422 compared to the choice of meteorological forcing using a suite of reanalysis-derived datasets. The
423
former accounts for the majority of the spread in the climatologies while the latter exert a larger 424 19 influence on the resulting SWM correlation (Fig. 12) . More modern reanalysis-derived datasets 425 also show improved correlation with the satellite product, GlobSnow, compared to the previous 426 generation (Fig. 12) .
427
This analysis of gridded SWE data has yielded important insights on the amount of spread, and bias. There are also seasonal and regional differences which are also important for users to con- 1 GlobSnow is based on combined information from satellite passive microwave retrievals and in situ observations from weather stations. See text for details.
2 CMC computes snow depths based on combined information from in situ observations and a simple snow scheme, driven by temperature and precipitation from the Global Environmental Multiscale Model (GEM).
Depths are converted to SWE using climatological snow density information. 
